
  
 
 
 
 

 Language Arts 
Week 21 Stormy Weather 
Phonemic Awareness: 

 Rhyming words 
 Syllables-count number of parts or 

syllables in words 
 Segmenting words into sounds 
 Blending sounds to make words 
 Isolating Beginning, ending, and 

middle sounds 
High Frequency Words: This week: Review 
Review the, I, can, we, see, a, like, to, and, 
go, you, do, my, are, with, he, is , little, she, 
was 
students should be able to quickly read all 
high-frequency words 
Phonics: Review 
Review: Sounds /m/, /a/, /s/,/p/, /t/, /i/,/n/, 
/k/-C, /o/, /d/, /h/,/e/, /f/, /r/, /b/,/l/, /k/ 
Decodable words to practice reading and 
spelling with independence: Ken, kid, Kim, Kip, 
kit, kin, kiss, pink, sink, rack, tack, pack, sack back, 
hack, deck, peck, dock, lock, sock, rock, sick, pick, 
tick, lick, kick, tuck, suck, luck, brick, trick, stick, stack, 
track, crack, bat, bad, dab, tab, cab, lab, lad, led, 
lid, lit, pal, Sal, lift, lint,  fan, fat, fed, fin, fit, fad, fist, 
Fred, fast, fish, red, ran, rat, rap, ram, Ron, rip, rod,  
Ned, Ted, Ed, met, set, net, pet, ten, pen, men, den, 
hen, hit, hat, had, ham, him, hot, hop, hid, hip, shot, 
ship, sham, shop, hand, Dan, dad, mad, pad, sad, 
Sid, sand, pod, nod, cod, sod, dim, dip, did, stand, 
cop, mop, top, not, cot, pot, on, can, cat, Cam, 
cap, nap, pin, tin, Min, pan, tan, man, it, sit, pit, Tim, 
mitt, mist, map, sap, tap, Pap, am, Sam, Tam, Pam, 
past, mast, stamp,  
Grammar: Nouns-people, places, and 
things 
Vocabulary: safe, prepare, notice, 
celebration, enough 
HANDWRITING:  

 Writing sentences  
Review writing the letters Mm, Ss, Aa , Pp, Tt, Ii, 
Nn, Cc, Oo, Dd, Hh, Ee, Ff, Rr, Bb, Ll, Kk 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
SOCIAL SCIENCE Teeth, Read Across 
America, Shamrocks, March weather  

 
IMPORTANT DATES 

 Read Across America Week          Feb. 24 
 Lucky Family Project Due              Feb. 28 
 Shamrock Shake Day                    Mar. 17 

                         
NOTES/REMINDERS 

 We are starting to assess writing next 
week.  Please see the Kindergarten Writing 
Rubric. 

  Lucky Shamrock Family Project will be 
coming home. Please return by February 
28. 

 Please clean out pencil boxes and include 
only needed ready supplies (two 
sharpened pencils, scissors, glue stick, 
crayons). 

 Please continue to have your student 
practice reading and writing simple 
sentences daily.   
  

Reading Takes You 
Places! 

MATH 
Chapter 5 Addition  

 Addition without pictures 
 Vertical addition 
 Addition Stories 
 Use objects to add 
 Use the + symbol 
 Use the = symbol 
 How many in all 
 Add to make 10 
Print Numbers to 30 
 
Review: count to 100, name numbers 
out of sequence; calendar: seasons, 
months, days of the week 
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Name:                                                       Score:                /12 
Kindergarten Writing Prompt Rubric 

 

Ideas 
Concepts of 

Print/fluency 
Printing 

Presentation 
Illustration 

3 

Writing shows 
thorough 
understanding of 
topic. 

Writing shows mostly correct 
word formation, fluency to 
express a complete thought 
(no missing words), and has 
all sentence conventions 
(capital/end mark). 

Printing is neat and 
easy to read with 
correct letter 
formation and spacing. 

Illustration 
matches sentence 
and are neatly 
done with much 
detail. 

2 

Writing shows 
basic 
understanding of 
topic. 

Writing shows adequate word 
formation, expresses adequate 
fluency (few or no missing 
word(s) that expresses clear 
thought, and may be missing 
sentence conventions 
(capital/end mark). 

Printing is basic and 
legible with adequate 
letter formation and 
spacing. 

Illustration 
matches sentence 
and are 
adequately done 
with some detail. 

1 

Writing shows 
little or no 
understanding of 
topic 

Writing shows few or no 
correct word formation, little 
or no word fluency, and 
missing sentence conventions 
(capital/end mark) 

Printing is 
rudimentary or 
illegible with poor 
letter formation and 
spacing. 

Illustration does 
not match 
sentence and is 
done with little 
detail. 

 


